Medical Negligence
Medical negligence can still occur despite a first rate national health
system.
Medical facts and skills have developed over millennia and they are still advancing today. There appears to be no end
to the amount of fact gathering that is taking place with regard to knowledge about the working and healing of our
bodies.
Britain stands out worldwide with an enviable reputation for offering the highest standards of medical and nursing
care.
Despite devoting such care and attention to our medical needs, unfortunately negligence does occur.
Any outcome of medical negligence is often life changing and will last the rest of the victim’s life. This quite
understandably results in the victim feeling highly annoyed and often bites into financial resources as any injuries
brought about in such a situation may lead to loss of a job and the necessity to adapt the home to accommodate a
victim with a long term personal injury.
Identifying medical negligence is not often a topic of general discussion and you certainly hope that it will not happen
to you. Therefore, it is not really that surprising that so many victims and their family members have no idea what they
can do about this drastic change in their lives.

It help to know that Lamb Legal have the experience that matters
when settling a compensation claim for medical negligence.
Lamb Legal, who rank as one of the most knowledgeable personal injury claim solicitors’ firms in the UK, have a
complete understanding and are very sympathetic with victims of medical negligence..
Our medical negligence solicitors are highly experienced professionals,who try hard to earn for victims the maximum
amount of compensation that can help to ease the suffering of themselves and their family members.
Our medical negligence solicitors can assist you to follow up a compensation claim. Knowledge and experience are
the deciding factors when choosing a personal injury solicitor and we posses both of these qualities.
Lamb Legal have been in existence for a number of years and use that bounty of experience to ensure all claims
reach their maximum worth. This has brought about some very substantial settlements in recent years.
Contrary to what many people think when they talk to a solicitor, it will cost you nothing to obtain some advice
regarding your position. We are just a phone call away.
We have many testimonials to our credit from clients that are so thankful that they called upon us to take up their
case. Even though we cannot repair the damage incurred through medical negligence, we can at least assist in
alleviating some of the financial burden by ensuring you get a just compensation package for the suffering you have
had to deal with and are still enduring and may well experience for the rest of your life.
We go into every case with a fine tooth comb ensuring that all costs are covered before putting in for the claim. This
could include such items as travel expenses to the hospital or for a doctor’s check up which may involve someone
else transporting the victim.
Once the long term consequences of the victim’s injuries have been established, we ensure that we detail any
ongoing expenses that the victim will have for the rest of their life. This could include modifications to the existing
home or the need for a specially modified car

Medical Negligence

There is a set procedure for taking up cases of medical negligence as
outlined below.
The first stage is the lodging of a complaint. We will tell you to put in your complaint to the offending medical
practitioner or hospital. Our advice will point you in the right direction.
The National Health Service and other health care initiators have their own ways of dealing with complaints.
You will get a response to your written complaint, once it has been brought up with the staff concerned. You will be
responded to with some sort of explanation. Quite often a simple explanation of an error of judgement made by a
member of the medical profession is not good enough. This will not change the tragedy and outcomes of the mistake
for the victim. However, this sets the ball rolling and brings you closest to justice.
The second stage is furnishing the best possible proof of the incidence of medical negligence. All those claims that
are most easily won are the ones that can prove that someone else was clearly at fault. The more substantial the
proof is, the greater the weight the claim will have.
Our appointed medical negligence solicitor will research your situation and will most likely need to gain the views of
medical professionals who act in an independent capacity. Medical workers have received training to ensure they
work with a team spirit and they will often shield their fellow workers when blame maybe coming their way.
An independent witness will not behave in such a manner and will not hesitate to highlight any negligent activity that
appears to breach professional etiquette. Our appointed solicitor at Lamb Legal will gather data from a broad
spectrum of professionals with regards to necessary rehabilitation and extra care requirements for the victim to
ensure any compensation packages covers all necessities.
The third stage concerns the amount of compensation that may be offered. Compensation is generally awarded for
any damage incurred when something failed to go right. This could include chronic pain and ongoing suffering and
their influence on your normal daily routines. This amounts to loss of income, extra expenses, payment for additional
care, specific equipment, home alterations etc.
In a nutshell, our target is to ensure your compensation claim reaches the maximum allowable for your injuries.
Once that you are aware that medical negligence has been the determining factor in your suffering you should not
waste any time. Legal advice should be sought as a matter of urgency. If a court process is necessary then it has to
be put into motion before three years are up from the actual date of the injury or damage. In specific situations, the
court may permit cases to fall out of this time constraint. If there has been any injury inflicted on a child, action must
commence before the child’s twenty first birthday. This timeframe comes to a standstill if the person has either
permanently or temporarily lost their mental capacity.
Our advice at Lamb Legal does not just extend to submitting claims for compensation in medical negligence cases
but our solicitors will also advise on entitlements to disability benefits and any other permissible government
benefits. These entitlements do not cross paths with any claims for compensation.
On our records our delighted clients have reached into the thousands over the years and they greatly appreciate the
work that our professional team of solicitors at Lamb Legal has done for them in claiming compensation for medical
negligence that was not of their making. What is of great relief for our clients is that in most cases the compensation
package is settled without even having to enter a courthouse. Moreover, the client now feels more comfortable with
facing the facts of adapting to a new way of life.
We are one of the most experienced personal injury claim solicitors in the UK. Our team of solicitors are members of
the Association of Personal Injury Lawyers, The Law Society's Clinical Negligence Accreditation Scheme and the
Spinal Injuries Association.
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